Surviving rather than thriving: Understanding the experiences of women coaches using a theory of gendered social well-being

Abstract
In shifting our gaze to the sociological impact of being in the minority, the purpose of this study was to substantiate a model of gendered social well-being to appraise women coaches’ circumstances, experiences and challenges as embedded within the social structures and relations of their profession. This is drawn on in-depth interviews with a sample of head women coaches within the UK. The findings demonstrate that personal lives, relationships, social and family commitments were sidelined by many of the participants in order to meet the expectations of being a (woman) coach. We locate these experiences in the organisational practices of high performance sport which hinder women coaches from having meaningful control over their lives. The complexities of identity are also revealed through the interplay of gender with (dis)ability, age and whiteness as evidence of hegemonic femininity within the coaching profession. Consequently, for many women, coaching is experienced as a ‘developmental dead-end’.

Introduction
The coaching literature and indeed, sport and gender research more broadly, is saturated with studies and writing around the issue of women’s underrepresentation as coaches. The consensus is that the coaching profession has long been and continues to be, a white male dominated occupation and that this is a global issue. Within the UK, the context for the present study, the statistic remains that only one in five qualified coaches are women (Sports Coach UK, 2011). Globally, figures reveal that one in ten accredited Olympic coaches are women (Norman, 2014). To provide country-specific examples, Australia currently have no women as national managers for any sport other than for gymnastics and netball (Robertson, 2016). In Germany, 10% of high performance coaches and 13% of professional coaches are women (Robertson, 2016). Paradoxically, in Finland, a country known for its societal and political embrace of the notions of gender
equality, men are in the majority in coaching. In team sports, two thirds of head coaching roles are taken by men (Robertson, 2016). In Canada, the percentage of women in both high performance coaching and university head coaching roles is approximately 20% (Coaching Association of Canada, 2012; Donnelly and Kidd, 2011). Within the UK, the underrepresentation persists despite an improvement in wider social attitudes and legislation towards equality and diversity within the UK society (Equality and Human Rights Commission, 2010) and the action in response to this legislative pressure by sporting organisations and national governing bodies. Since the introduction of the 2010 Equality Act by the UK Government, within sport and coaching there has been an increasing interest in and emergence of equalities on the agenda of policy makers and organisations (Nottinghamshire County Council, 2010), as part of a broader trend towards mainstreaming equality across the sectors (Mulderrig, 2007). Sporting governing bodies and organisations are seemingly providing more opportunities for minority groups and individuals to access the ‘system’. However, research shows that the engagement of sport organisations in operationalising equality legislation and standards into practice, beyond ‘tick box’ exercises and number counting, is questionable (e.g. Spracklen et al., 2006; Rankin-Wright et al., in press; Lusted, 2009; Ahmed, 2007). What is still lacking is an examination of the power relations that lie at the heart of sporting inequalities and the experiences of minority groups in participation and leadership (Rankin-Wright et al., in press; Norman et al., 2014; Spracklen et al., 2006). Despite drives to enable more underrepresented groups to access sport and coaching, such as increasing the number of women within the coaching profession, the persistence to target underrepresented groups and provide extra programmes and services, rather than enact deep structural and cultural change, continues (Houlihan and White, 2002).

Researchers working within the area of gender inequality within the coaching profession have also tended to persist at addressing similar issues. Existing research in this subject area has provided us with burgeoning knowledge of many factors that have prevented women gaining more coaching opportunities or their intentions to leave the profession. Quantitative approaches have dominated the literature seeking to understand why women are so poorly represented in sport leadership roles. The under-representation of women as coaches in proportion to men is often explained by women coaches having lower self-efficacy, less intention, preference,
and motivation to coach and higher intent to leave the profession compared to men coaches (e.g. Chelladurai et al., 1999; Cunningham and Sagas, 2003; Cunningham et al., 2003; Sagas and Ashley, 2001; Sagas et al., 2006). Qualitative research has added to this by citing structural factors such as fewer opportunities, unequal gendered relations, unequal ideas of coaching competence, lower self-confidence, poor working conditions and sexism interconnected with homophobia and racism (e.g. Norman, 2010; 2012; Rankin-Wright, 2015; Allen and Shaw, 2013; Fielding-Lloyd and Mean, 2011; Kilty, 2006; LaVoi and Dutove, 2012; Shaw and Slack, 2002). To this end, we argue that this field is potentially reaching saturation point in terms of suggestions for the barriers and facilitators to women starting and progressing as coaches. What crucially remains is the need for a less ‘static’, ad-hoc approach to the issue of women’s underrepresentation as coaches: there is a greater need for a contextual understanding including the performance level at which the coaches work; a greater critical examination of organisational practices that frame such experiences; more use of an interdisciplinary approach to this research ‘problem’; a greater understanding of not only what it means to be in the minority but what are the consequences, for the individual and the wider coaching context; and a greater exploration of the nuances of what it means to be a ‘coach’ that all could contribute to women’s poor representation and less positive experiences as sports coaches. These questions require a review and summation of the quality of women’s experiences, accomplishments, relationships and how they function within the social structures of their professional and personal lives (Diener et al., 1999; Keyes, 2005).

We see well-being as a broad category that encompasses these factors. Precisely, the purpose of this study is to adopt and substantiate Keyes’ (1998; 2005) model of social well-being to appraise women coaches’ circumstances, experiences and challenges as embedded within the social structures and relations of their profession. This is achieved through empirical research with a sample of UK head women coaches; their experiences and voices provide the basis for the present study. This is an alternative approach to psychological notions of well-being that focus solely on the private lives of individuals. Keyes’ (2005) work understands social well-being as a product of social and community structures and enables and evaluation of the self with respect to social context, and evaluation of others and society (Rollero and De Piccoli, 2010). This paper is structured in six sections. First, we discuss well-being within a sport and coaching context and why
such a perspective should be adopted to problematise the underrepresentation of and the experiences of women coaches. We then introduce, broadly, the notion of social well-being and its merits. Third, we introduce our gendered adaptation of Keyes’ model of social well-being to address this issue and discuss the multiple dimensions of social wellness that represent challenges that women coaches face while attempting to operate and progress within their occupation. Following an outline of the methodology adopted to appraise the social wellness of women head coaches in the UK, we present the findings from this research. Finally, we conclude with suggestions for the future directions for coaching sociology.

**Introducing Social Well-Being to Coaching Sociology**

Broadly speaking, well-being in coaching is an emerging area, limited to sport psychology and with much of the work and resources focused on athletes and their psychological development (Longshore and Sachs, 2015). The work that has included a coaching focus has tended to evaluate the connections between for example, coaching styles, behaviours, coach-athlete relationships and attachments, motivational climates and the impact on athlete well-being (e.g. Cronin and Allen, 2015; Davis and Jowett, 2014; Felton and Jowett, 2013; Stebbings et al., 2015). Yet, the sporting context, and in particular the high performance level, is a stressful one in which the demands on coaches are high. Demands include performance-related such as tactics, selection, and decision making as well as relational, emotional and social demands such as athlete welfare in addition to coaches’ being responsible for their own emotional and physical health (Altfeld et al., 2015; Fletcher and Scott, 2010; Longshore and Sachs, 2015). The role of the coach is therefore a complex and difficult one; a job based upon performance outcomes within often restrictive resource and time constraints and with high expectations (Altfeld et al., 2015). It is perhaps then not surprising that many coaches, both men and women, often report high levels of exhaustion and sometimes burn-out (Altfeld et al., 2015). Combining this with the additional difficulties of being in the minority in the profession that brings with it added isolation and loneliness, marginalisation, and trivialisation (Norman, 2008; 2010), the need to explore and understand well-being in (women) coaches could be described as urgent. However, by adopting a psychological approach to the area may mean that well-being and any sub-optimal mental states are viewed
as an individual issue, for example as a coach’s inability to cope (Fletcher and Scott, 2010). What remains unscrutinised are the organisational contexts, practices and procedures (Fletcher and Scott, 2010), as well as the wider discourses and social ideologies and relations that may scaffold a coach to feel more well or unwell within their day-to-day life. This warrants a sociological perspective to the issue of well-being and coaching, which at present is not found within the sociology of sport literature.

In a turn from psychological well-being that conceptualises individual lives as a solely private and personal phenomenon (Ryan et al., 2008), social well-being understands life satisfaction as a more public experience. To be socially ‘well’ means the presence of positive life satisfaction, positive social health, social integration, social cohesion, a sense of belonging and interdependence and a sense of shared consciousness (Durkheim, 1951; Keyes, 1998). Existing research, as mentioned at the beginning of this paper, indicates the coaching profession is not a particularly positive environment for underrepresented groups, in this case women, with reports of feeling marginalised, bullied, harassed, unfulfilled, excluded and overlooked for progression (to be discussed more fully, in the following sections). Therefore, it begs the research question: how socially ‘well’ are women coaches? With an understanding of what is social well-being, the following section examines, in more depth, what factors impact social well-being as part of presenting our theoretical approach for our empirical research. Within this, the current literature around the subject of women in coaching is interwoven. First, we argue the need to gender our understanding of well-being.

**Presenting a theory of gendered social well-being to the area of women in coaching**

In the following sections, we present our theoretical framework for the present study and empirical data. In adopting this theory, we recognised that it did not necessarily possess an explicit gender sensitive lens. In addressing the experiences of the participants, we deem it necessary to problematise the broad social and cultural context underpinning the coaches’ experiences (Markula et al., 2001) and the power relations inherent within these contexts (Sparkes, 1992). Crucially, we also argue that these experiences are consequences of the gendered identity of the coaches. While much has been written about women and coaching, and some work exists around well-being and coaching, the relationship between the two has not been explored (women
coaches and well-being). Therefore, we propose a *gendered* social well-being approach to understanding the lives of women coaches, drawing not just on Keyes’ model (discussed in the following section) but also infusing this with elements of a feminist critical perspective and in particular, feminist cultural studies. As discussed earlier, social well-being itself originates in the sociological interest in anomie and alienation within societies and cultures, occupying itself with questions of social rules, orders and relationships (Keyes, 2005; Seeman, 1991). By drawing on feminist cultural studies sociological thought in conjunction with this, within each component of Keyes’ model, we can examine how gender is played out in and affected through such cultural interactions whilst advocating that male power is responsible for gendered inequality within the coaching profession (Hall, 1996). Sport is widely understood as an (unequal) gendered space; sport and coaching has become a patriarchy as a product of years of men’s knowledge, practices and behaviours becoming powerful and privileged (von der Lippe, 1997). The strength of intertwining a feminist cultural studies influence within Keyes’ model is in confronting the larger cultural and social forces that surround women’s lived experiences in sport (Krane, 2001a). While women's participation in sport might have increased (Sport England, 2016), they continue to be marginalised, trivialised, and undervalued as coaches.

Theoretical Approach: Applying Keyes’ model of social well-being to the experiences of women coaches

In presenting our theoretical approach, we discuss components of social well-being that influence how ‘well’ an individual is and that present challenges to this as related to their gendered identity. In undertaking our work, we utilised Keyes’ (1998) multi-dimensional perspective of social well-being, comprised of five concepts, in order to understand how and to what extent women coaches are functioning within their social world. Keyes’ work has been credited with having a direct influence on the formulation of “a well-being manifesto for a flourishing society” (Shah and Marks, 2004: 2). The model has proved popular in well-being research as a well-established, holistic measure in capturing social well-being and in extending the eudemonic tradition of well-being from the intrapersonal to the interpersonal realm (Simmons and Lehmann, 2013; Rollero and De Piccoli, 2010; Gallagher et al., 2009). The five components: social integration, social acceptance, social
contribution, social actualisation and social coherence, will now be discussed in turn and gendered, to demonstrate its application to the issue of women in coaching.

**Social integration**

Keyes defines social integration as the assessment of the quality of one’s relationship to their society and community around them (Keyes, 2005). To feel socially well, individuals need to experience feeling part of society and to feel integrated, i.e., that they have something in common with those around them who constitute their social reality (e.g. their workplace). In the workplace, if individuals experience positive and supportive relationships around them with their colleagues and organisational hierarchy, then they feel integrated, connected and acknowledged (Mohamed et al., 2014). In relation to the present study, existing research supports the argument that social integration is not always experienced by women coaches. Indeed, the organisation of sport runs counter to fostering integration; instead, within most sports men and women are separated and the power base of most organisations (both for the men and women’s sports) remains white and male (e.g. Burton, 2015; Bower et al., 2015; Shaw and Slack, 2002; Shaw, 2003). Other means of segregation includes the sexualisation and trivialising of women as athletes and as coaches (e.g. Norman, 2008; 2010; 2012; Cooky et al., 2010; Cranmer et al., 2014). On a micro level, current research has shown that women coaches report feeling segregated in the workplace demonstrated by being left out of (predominantly male) networks in order to learn about educational and promotional opportunities, report poor working relationships with men and describe feeling ‘left out’ of decision making roles and not feeling integral to their organisation or male coaching colleagues who display often different norms and values which run contrary to fostering social integration (Allen and Shaw, 2013).

**Social acceptance**

Keyes (1998) presents the second dimension of social well-being as the degree to which individuals feel secure and valued as part of a community that demonstrate trust, kindness and believe in the qualities and capabilities of others. To work within a socially accepting organisation or workplace means that colleagues hold favourable views towards others and feel comfortable with others (Keyes, 1998). When applying a social acceptance lens to the subject of women’s experiences as coaches, the research suggests that women do not
always feel accepted because of discriminatory ideologies and expectations attached to their gendered identity. This is demonstrated by a lack of value and respect towards their capabilities to lead. The research informs us of women coaches having to work much harder to prove themselves than male colleagues, to other coaches, to their organisation or governing body, or to athletes (e.g. Norman, 2010; Rankin-Wright, 2015; Kilty, 2006). This is because the cultural perceptions of women, based on biological and natural assumptions, are juxtaposed to perceptions of what is a leader. In her review of the challenges that women coaches experience, Kilty (2006) found participants reported an unequal assumption of competence compared to male colleagues. Such covert discrimination was also a contributory factor in women’s turnover intentions in Lovett and Lowry’s (1997) study. As a consequence of having to continually work to feel accepted, many women coaches have spoken of feeling undervalued, insecure and out of place in their organisation (Norman, 2010; Greenhill et al., 2009).

**Social contribution**

The third component of social well-being, according to Keyes (1998), is that of social contribution. This follows on from social acceptance in stating that when one feels accepted, they feel a sense of social value. Social contribution is the belief that one is an integral member of that context with something of value to contribute (Keyes, 1998). Counter to social contribution is alienation: the feeling of a lack of control, undervalue and domination within a context because one does not feel valued and is on the peripheral of a dominant, ruling social group. Within the context of coaching, the undervalue of women coaches is a well-documented issue (e.g. Norman, 2014; Allen and Shaw, 2013; Shaw and Allen, 2009). This has been show through the failure of organisations, governing bodies and decision makers to recognise women’s accomplishments, achievements and potential as effective and competent coaches, and the failure of organisations to provide adequate education and practice opportunities to demonstrate support and progression for their women coaches (Norman, 2010). In this way, the contribution that women could make to the coaching profession is often ignored and devalued even though women represent a motivated, engaged addition to the profession (Norman 2013).
Social actualisation

A sociological alternative to self-actualisation (Maslow, 2000), social actualisation describes an individual's evaluation of the potential and trajectory of society. It is whether an individual is hopeful about the state and evolution of their social contexts, and whether they can recognise society's potential that would be achieved through others and the institutions around them (Keyes, 1998). Related to the experiences of women coaches, the coaching sociological literature has documented the accounts of women who feel the ‘custodians’ of their profession, i.e. policy makers, coach educators and governing body officials, are not always working towards growing and developing their potential (e.g. Norman, 2008; 2010; Allen and Shaw, 2013; Inglis et al., 2000; Kerr and Marshall, 2007). To use Keyes' (1998: 124) phrase, women coaches have often described their profession and individuals within their sporting institutions as ‘unsavoury’ contexts in which to try to progress (Bruening and Dixon, 2007). Instead, the feeling amongst many women is that they feel little sense of control of the development and growth of their coaching careers. Instead, this power resides in external forces which are overseen by custodians who often demonstrate insufficient interest in nurturing them (Allen and Shaw, 2009; Norman et al., 2014; Bruening and Dixon, 2007).

Social coherence

The concept of social coherence argues that to be socially well, individuals need to believe that the quality, organisation and operation of their social world is organised ('coherent') and that they have a sense of meaning within their life. Social coherence is rooted in the sociological appraisal of society as discernible, rational, functional, and predictable (Seeman, 1991). To feel socially well, it is important that people find a sense of meaning and place. Related to a sporting context, the key to a positive coaching career and experience would then lie in the sense of coherence, comprehensibility and meaningfulness of reality provided by that profession (Bjarnason, 1998). Yet, it has been identified that the UK coaching workforce is potentially facing crisis in terms of inconsistent deployment and opportunities, its shrinking size and (lack of) diversity, lack of recognition, progression and value, and work-life tension for coaches (Future Foundation, 2014). As such, the norms and values within many sporting organisations, governing bodies and clubs mean a heavy
burden on coaches in terms of workloads, and unrealistic and unequal expectations (e.g. Norman, 2008; Ladda, 2015). In this way, women coaches are being appointed to positions in problematic organisational circumstances. This induces the analogy of the ‘glass cliff’ whereby they are judged and effectively blamed for not making credible coaches but the situational factors that surround them, are ignored (Ryan and Haslam, 2005). In essence, women coaches are in precarious positions. The importance of a clear, discernible developmental profession is crucial to recruit and retain women as coaches (Norman, 2008) and yet, the body of literature on this issue indicates that women conceive coaching as often an opaque, inflexible and unpredictable pathway whereby opportunities to progress are ad-hoc, irrationally allocated and difficult to locate (Allen and Shaw, 2009; Inglis et al., 2000; Kerr and Marshall, 2007; Weiss and Stevens, 1993).

The opening sections of this paper have presented a case for adopting a gendered well-being approach to understanding the experiences of women coaches. Therefore, the research question underpinning the present study was: how socially well are women coaches? The following sections outline the methodological approach taken for the present study and the subsequent findings and discussion that arose from the research.

**Methodology**

The present study formed one stage of a large, three staged, mixed-method UK research project around the issue of occupational well-being and women coaches. The focus of this paper and the subsequent findings are drawn from the second, qualitative sociological stage of the research. This second stage focused on sampling 16 head coaches from a larger group of women coaches who had completed a quantitative, psychological questionnaire on occupational well-being in the first part of the study (N = 218). With the focus of the second stage of the research on how socially well are women coaches, it was agreed between the research team that women who occupied head coaching roles (either within their clubs and / or national teams) who had completed the psychological measure would be sampled for stage two. The rationale for this was that being in a head coaching role would bring with it more responsibility, they were more likely to have greater experience and years coaching, and the coach was more likely to have a closer working relationship with their sporting organisation / national governing body (NGB). Not only therefore, could they discuss their
personal coaching experiences but would be able to reflect on how these related to and were influenced by, their organisation’s policies and practices. In addition to head coaches, the sampling strategy also took into consideration the scores of the coaches from stage 1 (the psychological questionnaire) related to three constructs: psychological health (PsH), psychological well-being (PWB) and physical health (PH). Following analysis of these questionnaires, a sample of 16 head women coaches were sampled: four reporting poor health on two or more of these constructs; four reporting average health on two or more of these constructs; four reporting high levels of PsH, PWB and PH; and four coaches that reported a mix of scores across the three constructs. The 16 participants represented a variety of individual and team sports, and all were highly qualified within their respective sports, with qualifications ranging from level two of the UK Coaching Certificate (UKCC) to level four – the highest award within the UKCC. All self-defined as White British, a reflection of the Whiteness of the UK coaching workforce in which 97% self-report as such (Sports Coach UK, 2012). 15 of the participants self-defined as able-bodied with one participant reporting a physical disability. This too is reflective of the able-bodiedness of the UK coaching workforce in which 92% describe themselves as without a disability (Sports Coach UK, 2012). The coaches were aged between 25 and 55 years old. Four coaches had children. Most of the participants coached women’s teams within their sports but a few had previous experience of coaching men or mixed teams. Informal letters of information were initially emailed to the 16 head coaches. All of the invited coaches agreed to participate and consequently were sent formal letters detailing the study and consent forms to complete prior to meeting. In order to achieve a greater depth into their experiences, semi-structured interviews were conducted with the participants by two of the research team who were expert qualitative interviewers and sociologists (Denzin and Lincoln, 2011).

Following Patton (1990), we employed an interview guide approach to structure the interviews. The interview schedule was devised for the purpose of the research, drawing on Keyes’ (1998) theory of social well-being with a gender sensitive lens. The focus of the interview included (1) the participants’ background in and early experiences of coaching, (2) their role and responsibilities as head coach, (3) understanding how their gendered identity had shaped their career, and their life and career transitions, (4) gendered relations within coaching and engagement with their NGB, (5) supporting women in coaching. Participants were also
asked to elaborate on any further relevant information that arose during the course of the interview. Each interview lasted between 45 and 150 minutes. All interviews were tape-recorded, transcribed and analysed by one of the qualitative researchers within the team, using the constant comparison method of data coding, and then this analysis was checked by the other qualitative researcher who had led some of the interviews (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Maykut and Morehouse, 1994). This analysis involved unitising each interview transcript into smaller units of meaning and the response to each interview question comprised a unit. Each unit of meaning was then compared to other units of meaning and subsequently grouped with similar units to form a category (Tesch, 1995). When a unit of meaning could not be grouped with another, it formed a new category. Rules of inclusion for each category were written and connected to similar categories to show relationships and patterns across the data.

One of the principal objectives of the research was to provide a forum and platform through which the women’s voices could be heard and their experiences shared. This aim originated from our own feminist perspective and informed by the feminist aspect of the gendered theory of social well-being. To conduct the research from a critical feminist position meant holding the view that the participants’ experiences were morally significant (Brabeck and Ting, 2000). Tangibly, this meant that trustworthiness and respect of the participants was needed and this was achieved through member checking of the interview transcripts. We also ensured that we were reflexive as to our potential powerful position as authors of the research and thus, sought to equalise the researcher-researched relationship through considering each participant as the authority on their experiences (Brabeck and Ting, 2000). We spent time building a rapport and relationship with the participants prior to interview through their involvement in stage 1 of the research and through correspondence. During these exchanges, we made explicit our feminist perspective, the aims of the study, and the theoretical perspective of the research. Further, to protect the identity of the individual coaches, we anonymised the participants’ names and sports (given the lack of representation of highly qualified, head women coaches, it may have been easy to identify the coaches) within the findings and each coach provided a pseudonym for their stories.
Findings and Discussion

The findings section applies Keyes’ (1998; 2005) five components of social well-being to the experiences of the 16 women head coaches. We describe this in the context of their profession, providing examples based on their everyday experiences of coaching within their sporting organisations. It is important to acknowledge the heterogeneity of the women’s coaching experiences, illustrated through their identities, critiques and aspirations. Relevant and related threads of the coaches’ experiences and stories have been interlinked to provide the dominant narrative of the women head coaches who contributed to this research. The importance of engaging with well-being at both an organisational level and an individual level is reinforced by the coaches view-points presented in the five themes below.

Social Integration

A number of the coaches felt that coaching was a lonely and isolating job. Developing and maintaining positive and supportive relationships was noted to be difficult due to the competitive, high-pressured (and intimidating) nature of the high performance coaching environment. Lisa, a UKCC level 3 qualified team sport coach, described her journey through coaching as getting to “the top of the food chain”. She explained:

“I think the biggest problem [is] where people, coaches struggle and the bitchiness is people feel threatened by people […] I think a lot of the coaching world is feeling threatened by other coaches and that’s sad.”

Cassie, a level 4 individual sport coach, also stated:

“Yeah, it’s quite solitary and it’s very competitive, […] I think there is a lack of making any kind of network because you’re all, you know, defending your own business to some extent.”

As a result, many of the coaches did not feel a sense of connectedness or belonging to a coaching community. This sense of isolation was heightened for the coaches due to the elusive, gendered, discriminatory actions described by Louise, a level 4 team sport coach. She described how she had felt excluded from her coaching team and important planning processes, which had in turn hindered her progression as a coach:
The barriers to trying to progress would be part of something - so exclusion, being ignored, being patronised, being included because I had to be included [but] some of the subtleties because people are protecting their own space and they don’t really want you to come into that space because you might prove to be better than them, […] And being excluded from the planning process […] So just… feeling outside of everything and part of me feels I don’t think that was accidental being kept outside of things […] So I think that sometimes it can be very subtle, it’s not [just] a case of “Oh we don’t want a woman around here”.

Feeling excluded was an experience shared by a number of the coaches, who talked about the daily challenges of negotiating the informal, ‘closed’ networks that were often dominated and protected by men. The coaches understood that integrating into these networks would facilitate access to knowledge, information and support. Debbie, Jemima and Carolynn, all coaches within the same individual sport, referred to this process as being ‘accepted into the gang’. The following quotes from Jemima, a level 3 coach, and Carolynn, a level 3 coach who was considering leaving the profession, illustrate these feelings of being left out of, and unsupported by the coaching community:

There’s a lot of older male coaches in [sport] that have kind of run the show for a long time […] when you then get them in a room and you’re chatting swimming or trying to learn as much as possible there is still a little bit of an old boy’s club with who they’ll talk to and you know, you can get the information but it’s not necessarily, you’re not in the club as such if you get what I mean (Jemima).

I mean at the beginning you might get completely ignored. I find often, as a middle-aged lady because I didn’t start, what was I? 30 whatever, I think people can look at you and look at your image and think “Oh”… and they go to the younger one or they go to the one [who is already publically known as a successful coach] You won’t be accepted in their gang […] I mean I do find that, you can be ignored because they don’t want to associate with [older women coaches], female coaches will do it with you as well, not just male, female coaches that don’t want to be associated with you because they don’t think you’re in the right gang so it’s just like being at school (Carolynn).

Like Carolynn, a number of coaches felt that intersecting identities hindered their social integration into the coaching networks, in which acceptance was dependent on ‘fitting’ the ideal / normalised image of a coach.
I do think sometimes there’s this feeling that, particularly as an older female coach, that hasn’t been a high level athlete, there’s this perception that you’re not quite good enough at that level, and that annoys the hell out of me (Beth, a performance individual sport coach and coach educator).

We weren’t really wanted, it’s very difficult to get a job, because I’m not young, and I’m not male, and I think I’m not in their desirable category, and I don’t look young, and fresh, and happening (Harriet, individual sport coach).

Understanding these stories within the context of a gendered theory of social well-being, it is evident that these women feel a sense of disconnect or segregation between themselves and their colleagues. As discussed in the opening sections of this paper, to feel socially well, individuals need to experience feeling part of their social context, i.e., that they have something in common with those around them who constitute their social reality (e.g. their workplace). Social integration also means to experience feeling as though you ‘fit in’ within your social realities (Keyes, 1998). On this basis, it is accurate to assert that the coaches did not always feel they shared similarities or experiences with their colleagues (mostly men) in more powerful positions around them nor did they feel they belonged. The interviews support the notion that these coaches experienced a sense of disconnect and less support because of their gendered identity and on some occasions, because of their status as older women coaches. The concern with this is that low social integration is often correlated with occupational burnout if combined with other work-related outcomes, particularly for women, and that more attention needs to be paid to women’s working conditions to challenge this (e.g. Norlund et al., 2010; Soares et al., 2007). The finding of the present study builds on and updates previous work within this subject area that has shown that women coaches report feeling left out of (predominantly male) power networks, that the strength of the ‘old boys’ club is detrimental to women’s professional progression, and working relationships with male coaching colleagues are often strained (e.g. Norman, 2012; Allen and Shaw, 2013; Lovett and Lowry, 1994; Knoppers and Anthonissen, 2001). The present study also finds that in addition to gender, age is also a significant influence on women’s acceptance and integration as coaches, and older women coaches are less likely to experience social integration within their coaching communities.
Social acceptance

The gendered nature of social identities, power relations and acceptance was evident in the coaches’ experiences of their relations with other coaches and colleagues, governing bodies, athletes and parents of athletes. Specifically, coaches felt that they were constantly judged by gendered assumptions and expectations and had to constantly prove their competence in order to gain and maintain acceptance and respect. Lisa (level 3 hockey coach) explained:

_I think the issue is gender for me personally, it’s trying to compete with the men and being respected, it’s getting the men’s respect as a coach, I think that what’s it is, it feels as if you’re always striving to get their respect which is a hard one really._

Sarah, a level 4 team sport coach similarly talked about feeling judged as a woman coach:

_Being a female coach I always feel as though I’ve got to be 120% over 100%… somebody can lead a session, male, job done, good session, you could deliver the same, I actually feel you could do the session as a female, to exactly the same audience but they would find something that needed to be better (Sarah)._  

Louise described her everyday challenges of gaining acceptance using the metaphor of a (gendered) ‘respect thermometer’:

_Well if people start, let’s assume they start with 100%, with 100 degrees of respect and if you start getting things wrong it diminishes, some [women] don’t [even] start with 100% they start with 50 and you’ve got to work really hard to raise that because the assumption and expectations are a bit weary…you don’t do every little piece right but the speed with which people judge women I think is somewhat faster […] so you’d get all of those things absolutely right because... the respect thermometer falls pretty darned quickly. You’re not allowed to get away with getting things wrong (Louise, team sport coach)._  

As a result, the coaches felt that they were offered fewer development opportunities in terms of leadership because they were not trusted to do as a good a job as a male coach. Sarah discussed this:

_I’ve been appointed this year, and they’ve told me this, “We want you to be the assistant coach, not the lead because we want you to develop him to be a lead”, so I’ve been given the task of developing a male, a promising_
coach to give him the skills of quality to be a lead coach which I almost think is the ultimate irony [...] They wouldn’t trust me to lead but they want me to develop a coach to be a lead (Sarah, team sport coach).

Social acceptance however, was more likely when coaches had been previous high-performance athletes within their sport. Cassie explained:

_The team’s coaches have been very male, I think their view on the sort of thing that women might be good at is worrying sometimes and wrong and I think if I hadn’t been a relatively good player, which also helps you command a kind of different role, then... it would have felt very different because I know quite a lot of men who, yeah, they’re good coaches but they haven’t played to a very high level and I think their equivalent woman wouldn’t have been viewed maybe with a lot of respect... I think being a strong player has changed how it’s felt for me [...] that gives me a certain kind of confidence [...] I think they treat you differently than they would a woman who has not got that (Cassie, individual sport coach)._ 

In trying to ‘fit’ to the characteristics and perceived qualities of the dominant coaches in authoritative positions, some coaches talked about compromising their own personal and professional values and tolerating sexist behaviour in order to comply/assimilate with existing cultural practices. Lisa (team sport coach) referred to this as ‘playing the game’:

_I’m annoyed with myself because I haven’t challenged it [sexist behaviour] and the reason I haven’t challenged it is because I’m playing a game because I want to stay where I am so you get into that cycle [...] but I sometimes want to say sometimes “Do you know how much I’ve done? You’re talking to me sometimes like I haven’t got a clue about [this sport]”, that tends to be guys and that’s linked into the gender thing, I think that they don’t feel you know much or they belittle the women’s game so that’s frustrating for me sometimes but I do feel I’ve got to develop my own skills to challenge that._

Zoe, a team sport coach, felt strongly that she was not prepared to compromise her values and ‘play the game’ but explained that she had suffered both personally and professionally as a result:

_I’m about the only female involved in the game that isn’t - this is going to sound awful but I’ve got to say it – that isn’t gagged. [...] And, the other ladies in the game pretty much ... like the woman that left, she left because she said, "I’m not being gagged, I am not submitting to it". She left, I’m still involved, but getting an awful lot of grief_
about it. But, the other two ladies, especially [the other coach] in the role that she is, if she said anything she'd be gone, and she knows that.

Consequently, a number of the coaches did not feel comfortable within their coaching environment and lacked trust in other coaches and colleagues. Where women coaches had succeeded in leadership roles, they had experienced bullying from other male coaches, as Beth discussed:

Yes, there is some resentment from some of the men, because of the work that I’m doing at the moment […] they become quite undermining and disruptive and quite unpleasant. […] I haven't ever had that from a female coach, only from male coaches, and they run you down all the time behind your back. You would call it bullying. […] That's quite painful to me, and that's one I find hard to deal with.

To summarise, the participants’ experiences demonstrate that being in the minority coupled with ideological assumptions as to women’s ability to coach, can bring with it a gendered toll. The coaches’ experiences could be described as ‘surviving’ rather than thriving within their roles. Working daily to gain acceptance and respect against unfair evaluations of their coaching competencies took an emotional and physical toll on these women. The coaches expressed their frequent, almost daily, sense of frustration at having to work harder and prove their coaching abilities to their male coaching colleagues and to men in decision making positions. They described organisational cultures where women coaches are afraid to make mistakes for the cost to their respect and credibility, a culture that does not believe in them to lead and that leads them to question themselves whether they are good enough. These women coaches therefore, are in glass cliff positions, whereby they are individually judged but the circumstances in which they work, i.e. in organisations that may be in crisis, transition or precarious circumstances when it comes to the future of their coaching workforce, is ignored (Future Foundation, 2014). These experiences of undergoing greater scrutiny are also symptomatic of a lack of trust and that this too is a gendered issue (Kihl et al., 2013). Some of the participants likened these feelings to bullying; that when women do not meet (male) expectations, they are closed off from networks, progression and positive working experiences. When experienced on a regular basis, the impact of such working conditions can be draining, as evidenced by the participants. Through the historical exclusion of women from institutions such as sport, the dominant discursive practices become to belong to white, middle
class men and over time, these become subsumed as generic professional norms and behaviours (Walsh, 2001). As women attempt to enter, progress and be seen within these institutions, they present contradictory norms, values and expectations which has consequences for how they are seen and judged by (male) others (Walsh, 2001). Instead of just being evaluated on competency, they are expected to civilise white, male spaces which places extra burden on such women who have to manage complex negotiations in order make headway in such contexts (Walsh, 2001). The values and structures of sporting organisations are crucial for fostering positive working conditions to meet the needs of all their coaches (Allen and Shaw, 2013). These findings are congruent with previous work into this area that has similarly reported women having to work to prove themselves against unequal assumptions of their abilities as coaches (e.g. Norman, 2010; Kilty, 2006; Theberge, 1994; Fielding-Lloyd and Mean, 2011). The contribution of the present study is in connecting such experiences to the impact on working conditions for women, including poorer working relationships with male coaches, fewer opportunities to progress and practice, and worryingly, the coaches described having to comprise personal values and silence their own voices to fit in with the dominant culture which was often portrayed as unequal, favourable to men, unsupportive. This culture worked to suppress any dissenting voices. Consequently, the coaches interviewed reported experiencing a range of negative emotional states. Linked to the notion of gendered social acceptance, it is evident that these women did not always feel valued or secure within a community that often fails to show belief, faith, kindness and value in its women coaches (Keyes, 1998).

Social Contribution

The coaches expressed varying degrees of confidence in their coaching abilities, but all of them felt that they had made, and could continue to make, a valuable contribution to coaching in their sport. This was linked to gaining confidence, which in turn linked to a greater sense of belonging (social integration), as Carolynn explained:

*I have the confidence now so I…feel that I belong and even [another coach] has said that as well, at the British [Championships] she was like “Oh Carolynn, I actually feel like I belong, I actually deserve my [place], you know”, it’s not like we’re frauds anymore because we’ve actually got the results so that does give you the confidence […]*
it was quite nice because we do feel, both of us, me and [another coach], like Tweedle Dum and Tweedle Dee who sit over there as a couple of middle ages ladies who, you know, and it is cliquey amongst the men ... but I now I feel like [my coaching] is doing the talking.

Polly, a team sport coach, had similarly gained confidence from qualifications and experience, which she felt had given her the recognition from other colleagues and athletes that she deserved:

The higher up I’ve got the more qualifications I’ve got, the more confident I’ve felt as a person and as a coach which has meant that probably my demeanour is very different so possibly people are less likely to you know have little digs and make little comments and hopefully respect you more but I’ve had to work jolly hard and get those qualifications and take on roles that give me that respect.

Yet, this feeling of being valued was rarely reinforced by other coaches, colleagues, and the sporting organisations that employed the coaches. Harter et al (2014) have reported that regular, individualised and instantaneous recognition of a person’s contribution within their work place is important in the creation of positive emotions that reinforce success. Without this positive recognition, the coaches explained how they felt frustrated and marginalised.

I don’t feel valued from people above me, [...] I think, there’s too much distance between top end and the coaches, and not enough support and I find that incredibly frustrating (Dorothy).

Working within that performance environment, I don’t know, it has improved, but I think there’s still a bit of a feeling of, you know, [clicks fingers] and you’ll be there, sort of thing. And it’s almost as if they feel as if they’re throwing you a few scraps by getting you to do the nice things, throw you a few scraps then you’ll do the work for us. That’s how it feels sometimes, you know. [...] It’s very hard to feel valued, sometimes words are said, but you don’t feel anything behind them, you know, so you’re not sure if you’re valued or not (Beth).

Feeling valued by colleagues and the organisation was also strongly influenced by opportunities offered to develop and progress as a coach. Debbie and Anne, two of the younger coaches who contributed their views, felt that in this sense, their gendered identity as a woman coach had enhanced their sense of social contribution at a time when their organisations were investing in women coaches. Yet, other coaches interviewed felt that their gendered identity as a woman within a male dominated environment had hindered
their progression due to gendered power relations that structured the development opportunities for progression in favour of men. Cassie and Zoe discussed their disappointment and frustration at the gendered nature of decision-making processes by male managers for coach promotion:

*There was continually guys who were so under qualified compared to me who were getting the work again and again and again and that is when you start to think ‘well that can’t be coincidental’ (Cassie).*

*The people who are in charge of the game are all male, and this includes the [disabled team] where [I am], they’re all male. You can’t even get near the management of the game anymore because it’s a closed group, so there’s nothing coming out, and you can’t feedback in, so you can’t say, look, this is what we really need. […] It’s the old boys club, that’s it in a nutshell. I mean, when there are just men at the top running, even our little bit of [the sport], you’re not going to get up there. There will be guys come in that have been involved in the game 12 months, suddenly they’re England manager, or they’re this, or they’re that. No coaching [qualifications] some of them. […] I was England manager in 2008, so I’ve proved I’ve got the skills, […] but no, they’ll bring men in to do it instead of the people that are there (Zoe).*

The result of these gendered-decision making processes that occur through informal networks rather than a transparent recruitment system was a sense of distrust towards the organisation and more senior coaches in the decision-making positions. Zoe explained that she now felt at breaking point after years of trying to progress and was considering giving up coaching for her governing body:

*It’s really frustrating, it’s got me to the point where…I’m sat thinking, well, I’m not valued in [this sport] so what else is out there, and that’s the point I’m at, at the moment […] Which to me would be a tragedy, because [I’ve] lived and breathed [this sport] for so long, but you can’t just keep butting your head against a wall and getting nowhere. I want to be able to offer more to our players and the people that we work with, and I’m struggling, really struggling.*

Thus, many of the women coaches felt a sense of alienation, in that their attributes and opinions were not valued, nor allowed to be contributed. These experiences of alienation, invisibility and ‘not having a voice’ provide an insight into the power relations that structure sport coaching and ultimately privilege white, able-bodied men within the system, whilst disadvantaging those considered as ‘others’ (Rankin-Wright et al., in
press). Although Zoe, and other women coaches were passionate about improving and developing coach education within their sport, they instead have to focus their energy again on ‘surviving’ within a masculine dominated culture in which they feel undermined, intimidated, marginalised or invisible within their role (Allen and Shaw, 2013). The outcome is that these coaches eventually drop out of coaching in search of an environment in which they feel that their contributions will be valued, recognised and developed, a finding from earlier work in this subject area related to women coaches and leaving the profession (e.g. Norman, 2012; Lovett and Lowry, 1997; Sagas and Ashley, 2001; Cunningham and Sagas, 2003). Often women coaches, isolated through their role and so unable to form collectives to push for change, chose to exit coaching because the cost of trying to make changes is too weighted against the benefits (Hovden, 1999). Interpreted through a gendered social contribution lens, while the coaches felt they made valuable contributions within their role (which was an intrinsic source of confidence), this appreciation was not reciprocated by colleagues or those in power in their organisations. These findings contribute to, and update the existing body of knowledge on women in coaching by demonstrating that women’s experiences of feeling (under)valued are influenced by age and (dis)ability: younger, able-bodied women coaches may feel more valued because they are developing at a time where there is a greater drive to increase the number of women coaches in the UK. Thus, more opportunities exist to learn, train and progress. However, this is tempered by the accounts of older women coaches who have found such examples of positive action are temporary and piecemeal opportunities, rarely leading to equality of outcome (Rees, 1998; Skirstad, 2009).

**Social actualisation**

When discussing ambitions and aspirations for coaching, it was evident that every coach interviewed was passionate and motivated in terms of work engagement towards their coaching role. Yet, for a number of the more experienced coaches (i.e. had been coaching for the longest time), a reoccurring theme was the adaptation of aspirations and ambitions because they were distrustful of their organisations to support them to progress. The following quotes exemplify the negative emotions expressed towards their governing bodies and the perception of the unchanging and unchallenged, yet powerful structural relations that hindered their progression:
It's interesting because we have been recruiting for two elite coaches for the England squad and the number of people said to me “Are you going to apply, it's right up your street” but why would I want to step into that, I don't trust that organisation why would I want to work for that organisation? Even if it’s a job that I may believe I can do, I might enjoy, I can’t walk back in there. […] I would say, based on my last experience, that was, it’s a toxic environment, […] and the [organisation] was responsible, they have a responsibility to ensure those situations don’t arise...I would not go back and coach within the [organisation], never again unless I saw some visible change […] and [that] there was an ethos of honesty and respect, it’s values based. (Louise).

I did have at some point [aspire] to go on to be a higher level coach, or whatever, but … I haven’t kissed enough arse in the [organisation] to get anywhere. […] And, I just hope for younger people who are going into coaching, that it will change for them, it hasn’t in my time, and I thought I lived in a forward enough time to not have to put up with that sort of crap, you know, but it’s still there, big time. […] because every time they change it, they rewrite the job descriptions and employ all the same old crap. I mean, how is that changing? We’ve got the same people, with the same faces, running the same organisation with a different job description (Harriet).

Jemima, one of the youngest coaches who had been a head coach for three years, demonstrated a great sense of social actualisation in that she did believe her governing body was changing positively with regards to the development of a more transparent system of coach development. She explained:

I think in the past maybe it’s been very male dominated and so males are the coaches and women were the team managers, kind of the organisational person rather than the coach. Whereas, in fact [with] the recent changes in…the national governing body after the 2012 Olympics they changed the whole team and restructured it, after that it’s very much more if you know the job well enough and you’re good enough at your job you will get selected regardless of who you are […] those women that have got the good athletes, the Olympic athletes that are getting selected are now more visible anyway, I think everything's a little bit more visible now. Like before you didn’t hear about who was on the coaching teams or anything like that whereas now it’s announced and things as well so it’s all more visible and the fact that there are women on there shows them that it’s doable.

These narratives again illustrate that age, as well as gender, impacts the social well-being of women coaches. In this case specifically, it impacts their sense of social actualisation. The older women coaches described feeling less supported in their ambitions to progress by the custodians of their sport – their governing body,
despite remaining ambitious and motivated to move higher up the coaching ladder. In effect, they had reached a ‘developmental dead-end’. On the other hand, the younger coaches reported feeling more positive, encouraged and endorsed by their governing bodies. There were varying degrees of trust between the participants towards the custodians of their governing bodies. These findings support the argument that this sense of trust is gendered and related to age, updating and adding to the earlier work of Acker (1990) and the more recent work by Kihl et al. (2013) who both described trust as a gendered concept with women reporting to feel untrusted to be leaders and coaches. Trust is a crucial component of the relationship, in this context between coaches and their NGBs, because it signifies commitment which means whether women feel a sense of attachment to their organisation (Kihl et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2002). Trust, within an organisational context, means integrity, open-ness and business sense (Kihl et al., 2013). Without social integration (as discussed earlier) and social interaction (evidenced by whether coaches feel connected to others around), trust in an organisation is weakened (Schoorman et al., 2007). Age is an important influence too. The younger women coaches reported a greater sense of control over their career development whereas the older coaches were less trustful and frustrated at the sense that progression was ultimately ‘out of their hands’. This is a new contribution to the existing knowledge of women’s coaching experiences. Previous research has found that a lack of sense of control over their careers is often cited by women coaches, particularly women from black and minority ethnic groups (e.g. Rankin-Wright, 2015; Allen and Shaw, 2009; Norman et al., 2014), and that many women coaches do not have faith or trust in those who are responsible for organising and leading their sport (e.g. Norman, 2008; 2010; Allen and Shaw, 2013; Inglis et al., 2000). Our findings add that as well as ‘race’ and ethnicity, women’s experiences are also intersected by age and such feelings of (lack of) trust and support are part of a sense of social actualisation as a component of social well-being.

**Social coherence**

When discussing how they experienced working for their sport organisations, a number of coaches talked of a ‘toxic environment’ due to the gendered power relations noted previously, and the stressful demands. Time management was noted to be one of the biggest challenges for coaches due to the increasing job demands on their role. Working seven days a week, not having holidays, failed personal relationships, missing important
family and friendship ‘milestones’ such as weddings and parents evenings, and giving up social activities for coaching were commonly referenced by the coaches. In particular, the coaches talked about the expectation that you would always be available, and coaching would always be your priority, as Polly explained:

You can’t be away every minute of every day; you have to be at home some time. Our meetings were always scheduled in the evenings and I would be the one who at 9 o’clock said “I’m sorry, I’m going because I want to read my daughter a bedtime story” and I was looked at as if I was this awful person but again blokes don’t have to, well they choose not to do that.

There was an acceptance from some of the coaches that giving up a social life and family life was a necessity to progress as a coach. Debbie, (individual sport coach), explained that she had little social time, did not get to see her family very often and could not sustain a relationship with a partner because of her coaching commitments:

I think that’s why you have to work maybe so hard... it’s just facing facts that, right, for the next three months I’m not going to have a day off, and that’s just the way it’s going to be, but it will be worth it in the long run […] but then when you get to that point where you’re, like, all I want is a day off, I just want to lie in my bed […] but you’ve just got to do it.

A concern for organisations is that this over-commitment to coaching combined with feeling undervalued (social contribution) can lead to resentment, as one coach noted, it’s a “thankless task… you invest, invest, invest, invest and yeah, it’s quickly forgotten”. Over-commitment to coaching combined with greater job demands also resulted in feelings that they had limited, or no control over their life and reduced motivation in terms of work engagement. As a result, a number of coaches talked about being exhausted, needing a break and feeling like they could not remain in their role for much longer:

I feel a bit saturated to be honest at the moment because I haven’t had a break (Lisa).

I remember one year, I think it was 2006, 2007 I went from the 4th January to the 27th of March and just straight through, no weekends, no days off at all because I was doing either European women’s sport or [coaching my club] or [the] England [team] every single weekend as well as [my job] so I thought “I can’t do it” (Louise).
In this sense, coaching was not a predictable or controlled environment for the coaches. Furthermore, the coaches’ experiences evidenced the lack of clarity as to what the role of a coach is in terms of supporting athletes, mentoring, administration work, etc. The stories of the participants also demonstrated that the demands of coaching are high which has led to most of the participants struggling to have fulfilling personal lives, such as maintaining personal relationships, parental commitments or social engagements. This was often symptomatic of working within women’s sports which are less resourced and supported than the men’s equivalent, and therefore social coherence in this context is a gendered concept. These women coaches occupied ‘glass cliff’ positions. In other words, they are appointed to precarious roles in difficult organisational circumstances in which the coaching workforce and structure faces sizeable threats and weaknesses (Future Foundation, 2014). To be socially well, individuals need to believe that the quality, and operation of their social world is organised and that they have a sense of meaning within their life (Keyes, 1998). The participants’ stories provide evidence that they do not experience a high sense of social coherence. The women described hectic, changeable workloads that were out of their control on occasions. When combined with a lack of trust and attachment to their organisation (but not to their athletes or role), this can undermine women’s sense of social coherence even further (Rollero and De Piccoli, 2010). The unrealistic expectations of coaches and the lack of boundaries around what is their role underpinned by the women’s sense of responsibility towards and strong engagement with their athletes which tied them to their job, placed heavy burdens on the women.

Working in women’s sports (as under-resourced) impacted the coaches’ workload and so ability to carry out and enjoy their roles. There is some limited coaching research that has found that increased workloads for coaches can affect performance levels and increase their intention to leave the profession (e.g. Pelser-Carstens et al., 2015; Singh and Surujlal, 2006; Bruening and Dixon, 2007). The present study found that this is often a gendered issue. When coupled with often negative feelings towards their organisations or poor working relationships as discussed earlier, these experiences led to poor relationships between the coaches and their governing bodies, or coaches unmotivated to remain within the profession. Being given appropriate resources and workloads reinforces positive social contracts within the workplace, an ingredient of strong employment relationships, as it enables individuals to fulfil their roles day-to-day (Lowe et al., 2003). Supportive, positive and healthy workplaces foster effective relationships and so a sign of a healthy workplace
is not just trust and respect as previously discussed, but appropriate workloads and resources (Lowe et al., 2003). Other research work has often framed this issue from an individual perspective when citing the high turnover within the numbers of women coaches or women’s higher intentions to leave the profession (Cunningham and Sagas, 2003; Cunningham et al., 2003; Sagas et al., 2006; Narcotta et al., 2007; Wells et al., 2014). However, the present study contends that women coaches’ dissatisfaction with their working conditions or possible intentions to leave is a social problem rooted in the organisational gendered practices of high performance sport which prevents women coaches from having meaningful control over their lives (Coakley, 1992; Bruening and Dixon, 2007).

Concluding thoughts

Using Keyes (1998) model of social well-being, and a critical feminist lens, we have sought to explore the question, “how socially well are women coaches?” Our exploration of the experiences of women head coaches provide evidence that women do not display high levels of social well-being. Specifically they do not always experience a high degree of social integration, acceptance, actualisation or coherence and that their social contributions to the profession are also marginalised. Within this, it is also evident that older and/or less able-bodied women coaches are less socially well than able-bodied, younger women coaches (though it is noted that discussions around disability are based on the accounts of one coach). This intersection of age and (dis)ability with gender substantiates our claim therefore that not only does hegemonic femininity underpin the experiences of women as athletes (e.g. Krane, 2001b; Poniatowski, 2011; Harris and Clayton, 2002), it can affect the careers of women coaches too.

All 16 head coaches interviewed represented a motivated, passionate and ambitious part of the UK coaching workforce. Nevertheless, our findings also provide evidence of the emotional toll that coaching as a profession can take on individuals, in this case, women. While we do not argue that the demands and high expectations associated with coaching are not similar for men, we contend that the extra burden of having to continually prove oneself, having poorer working relationships, experiencing unequal evaluations of competency, and
being subject to what could be termed bullying in many cases because of one’s gendered identity, means that the profession can be even more difficult for women in entering or progressing. The participants spoke of a state of ‘surviving’ rather than thriving within their role. Personal lives, relationships, social and family commitments were sidelined by many of the participants in order to meet the expectations of being a coach and in order to prove themselves as women. In a number of cases, energy had to be spent assimilating into a masculine dominated culture, in which the coaches felt undermined, alienated and excluded. Combined with this was a sense of distrust that their organisation, and those in decision making positions within the organisation, would support them to progress. In this sense, the cultural practices embedded within coaching are preventing this group of motivated and ambitious women coaches from progressing. It is not therefore surprising, that many of the participants expressed a desire to leave the profession within one or two years, or at least, downgrade their involvement in coaching. Rather than understanding this as an individual’s inability to cope, there needs to be a greater onus and responsibility put on the shoulders on sport organisations, governing bodies and sports councils, certainly within a UK context, for the welfare of their workforce – in this case, coaches. As part of this, organisational policies and practices should be targeted towards drawing and reinforcing boundaries around the role of the coach to reduce their workloads and overly high expectations. Strategies suggested by the participants in the present study as ways that would sustain their work engagement included 1) a job share approach for head coaches and 2) establish formalised, sustained mentoring partnerships with more experienced coaches who could also be responsible for observing their health and well-being, for example, noticing signs of withdrawal or burnout.

Future research should be directed at adding to this study to provide more evidence as to the well-being of those in minority groups within coaching and the intersectionality of identities. This is an important line of enquiry because occupational health and well-being are critical factors in determining an individual’s commitment to and continued participation in, a career. Coaching sociology should focus on understanding in more depth the impact of the experiences of women as coaches and the impact on their health, within the organisational and cultural structures of sport and coaching. At the same time, more work is needed to understand notions of difference between women’s experiences. Our work has highlighted the interplay of
gender, age, and able-bodiedness and the effect on the lives of the participants. Due to the whiteness of the sample, there is a lack of discussion of the intersection of gender issues with ‘race’ and ethnicity. Further, while we provide evidence of the extra burden that having a disability places on being a woman in coaching through the story of Zoe, more focused research is needed to unpack the complexities of how disability interacts with gender to impact individual experiences. Therefore, the intersectionality of women coaches’ oppression should be discussed further in order to recognise that women are not a homogenous group and to represent their lives and realities as diverse. While examining” how socially well are women coaches?” is important, it is also equally pertinent to consider what aspects of identity may mean that some women will feel more ‘well’ than others. This requires a more complex interrogation of the (high performance) coaching culture as well as more questions asked around accountability and responsibility for the health and well-being of sports coaches.
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